
50 ACALEPJ1S IN GENERAL. r i.

compound communities of Hydroids are attached to the ground, those of Siphono

phora are free; but this is not a character exclusively peculiar to them, for among

the Polyps we have also free communities belonging to the same order fiS others

that are immovably attached to the ground. Such are the genera Renilbi, Penn

tula, Virgularia, Veretilluin, etc., which are iiiseparable from the genera Gorgonia,

Aicyonium, Xenia, Tubipora, etc., or at lens belong to one and the same order.

In these locomotive Halcyonoids the individual. Polyps are identical among then,.

selves, but grouped together in the most diversified ways, varying in that. respect

quite as much among themselves as the fixed IIakyonoids. In Peimatula and

Virgulauia they form regular rows upon the two sides of a feather-like stem, in

Veretilluin they are scattered around a cylindrical stein, in Renilla they are

arranged in symmetrical lines upon the surflae or a kulney-slinped disk. And yet

these communities move and act. as one individual. I have frequently seen Renilla,

which is our only genus of free Ilalcyonoid Polyps, move slowly about in the sand,

its stem. buried in a vertical position with the disk spread horizontally.
Now, if I have succeeded in showing that, by their structure, the so-called

Hydroid Polyps are not Polyps, but Acak'phs, and if I should also succeed in

Fig. 26. showing that the different kinds of individuals Ibrining the

communities of Siphonophmor&u have time same structure as

the Hydroids, and present everywhere, in all their part

special homologies with the Hydroid Polyps and naked-eyed
Medusa, without even exhibiting one of the peculiar char

''1f iJ char-acteristics which distinguish the true Polyps from the fly-U




droids, I should then have proved that the Siphonophora are

really Hydroid Acalephs, and not Polyps, as KUhliker believes

them to be. The evidence thus adduced would be an

L




additional reason for keeping the true Polyps, the so-called

Anthozoa, by themselves, in a distinct class.
tI




Let us therefore compare more in detail the different

and naked-eyed Medusa. Beginning with Physalia (Fi. 26),I

kinds of Siphonophora3 with the different kinds of Hydroids

it is not difficult to perceive that the various kinds of

appendages which hang from the floating air-bag of that

I animal may be compared to the heterogeneous individuals

PUY8M.1.t A8VT1W8A, 'fit. of an inverted Hydractinia. Fancy the channelled layer
Blunt end f the Olt sac, IUpporUng which forms the attached base of Hydractinia to be swollenthe Whole community, lit which the
younc.tbud may be found. -b °'° into a large oblong bag, and the comparison may be car-
"C.-Ill
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Bunches or iluglo Ludlyldu- ned even into the details; for the essential differenceAlL-fl TontncIccolitrcL..j - I I Ten-
lOOlti of the last kind extended, between these two genera does not so much consist in a
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